We utilized 16 letters from 961st to 976th letters. We translated a Tcheonzamun poem (961st to 976th letters) using a bilingual methods -a Korean pronunciation and the meaning of Chinese character. The meaning is not same, but the meanings on both translating methods were similar. And the theme of this poem is 'the love' for her husband even though her husband is not kind to her.
INTRODUCTION
I will write the reason of my shouting for Tcheonzamun(The thousand Chinese character essay). The central power or cultural foundation of Eastern Asia (China, Mongol, Korea, Vietnam, and Japan) is Chinese characters. We, the authors of this article, found that all of 16 letters of the poem of Tcheonzamun in this article were composed of Korean letters and phrases. This discovery states that the central power of Eastern Asia was not originated by Chinese people but by ancient Korean people. So we truly astonished. Tcheonzamun is Korean name of Thousand Character Essay. And it is considered the work and product of the Chinese culture [1] . But some data showed us a difference assumption [2, 3] . And the present authors think that the work can be assumed that the ancient Korean have written the masterpiece [4, 5] .
RESULT
We utilized 16 letters from 961st to 976th letters. We translated using bilingual methods -Korean pronunciation and the meaning of Chinese character. The meaning is not same, but the meanings on both translating methods were similar.
At first the authors translated in a Korean pronunciation method a poem (961st-976th letters) from thousand character essay (Tcheonzanum) in a Korean pronunciation method.
965-968 永 綏 吉 邵 Yeong Zuggesso I am in real deadly tired.
969-972 矩 步 引 領 Kibbeum Keonyeong
There is no joyfulness.
973-976 俯 仰 廊 廟 Bua Nayo I am going to be angry.
At the second time, we translated this same poem through the meaning of Chinese character method. The heroine (the writer) of this Tcheonzamun poem says herself as follows.
961-964 指 薪 修 祐
② ① ④ ③ ②If you want to ①receive some good things, ④you had better demand ③some help.
965-968 永 綏 吉 邵 ② ① ④ ③
But there is a very good method. ②My Darling, if you want to take a longer ① easiness, ④you must do the gentle behavior to me, your wife, ③instead of the angry or the rough mode. It is the way of God! 969-972 矩 步 引 領 ② ① ④ ③ ①Let's stop from now on our defeat on the battle by our enemies. ②And let's advance our power and ourselves! ④In order to fulfil this object, we have to bring to us ③the living and leading God! 973-976 俯 仰 廊 廟 ② ① ④ ③ ①I want to change my emotion about my husband from the fearness ②to friendliness. In order to do such a thing, ③the God himself comes to my husband! ④And then, the Lord will change the mind of my husband from rudeness up to me, his wife, to softness.
The theme of this poem is 'the love' for her husband even though her husband is not kind to her.
